Where life happens.
Cities are growing by the day with more than two-thirds of the World’s
population expected to live in urban areas by 2050. As cities grow, the way
urban infrastructure evolves has never been more critical to community
development and the overall quality of life.
Imagine less congested streets, lower operating costs, and services that make
the lives of everyone easier, more informed, and safer. The Fybr Platform
offers communities these benefits – today with a platform that not only fits
current needs and budgets, but can grow to meet the needs of tomorrow.
Whether your community is your neighborhood, city, business, or even your
home, the Fybr Platform has an IoT solution that can deliver data – safely,
securely, and in real-time – allowing you to make intelligent and informed
decisions that can benefit your daily life.

We make this all possible today.

MAKING COMMUNITIES BETTER PLACES
TO LIVE AND WORK

THE FYBR

SMARTCITY

P L AT F O R M
Intelligent data
leads to endless
possibilities.

Virtually limitless amounts of information can be
collected in today’s smart cities. The Fybr Smart
City Platform can help communities operate more
efficiently while reducing operating costs and
improve the quality of life. Our turnkey solution
collects more information – more efficiently
– turning it into actionable insights that allow
communities to make PROACTIVE and better
decisions.
By focusing on transportation, water management,
and lighting, the Fybr Smart City Platform creates
a geo-physical social network that provides
communities with the best and fastest opportunity
to create a return on investment. By not only
capturing infrastructure value but also maximizing
that value across departments, cities can quickly
build a Smart City solution that delivers optimal
operational, financial and social outcomes.

TRANSPORTATION

GETTING AROUND JUST GOT EASIER.
Nearly 30% of the congestion on city streets comes from people looking for places to park. More vehicles
mean more carbon emissions, more wasted gasoline and more stress on your community and its environment.
We reduce that congestion by accurately tracking it, then making parking easier – allowing communities to
monitor traffic and adjust parking dynamically, creating less congestion and more open parking spaces – more
often.
With a full suite of transportation sensors, including lot in/out counting, lighting, and air quality sensors – we
make everything from tracking parking occupancy to monitoring traffic flow, to mass transit monitoring a costeffective reality.
Drivers also benefit from our mobile application, Parking Genius, which provides drivers with turn-by-turn
directions to available parking, pricing information, and the ability to quickly and easily pay for parking directly
from their mobile device.
The Fybr Engine can efficiently track, manage and analyze tens of thousands of events in real-time, delivering
actionable insights to both transit managers and drivers alike, with information available via easy to use cloudbased platform or mobile tools. Parking managers can manage deployments while giving enforcement officers
real-time directed enforcement information – making violation management more efficient.
When drivers aren’t circling, searching for parking, their eyes remain on the road. Double-parking diminishes.
Communities become safer for pedestrians, other motorists, and drivers. Easier transit means more people
visiting local merchants and retailers – conducting business, spending and earning more briskly — bringing
economic benefits to help your community thrive.

Bright ideas that make
lighting more versatile.
LED lighting consumes 50 to 80% less energy than conventional lighting, but gathering data
and gaining remote, intelligent control of lighting can not only save even more but also deliver features that extend well beyond cost savings. By controlling dimming, lighting schedules, traffic based triggers and emergency response lighting, communities can further reduce
energy consumption while adding safety and convenience features to existing fixtures.
Remote monitoring also lets public works teams see the big picture. Knowing which lights
or areas are consuming the most power, combined with traffic and pedestrian activity patterns lets them make informed decisions on lighting policies to optimize individual lights or
entire communities – all to maximize safety and energy conservation. Additionally, knowing when lights are malfunctioning allows cities to quickly and efficiently conduct repairs.
Also, unlike other smart lighting systems, the Fybr Platform can easily be added to existing
lights at an affordable price that can pay for itself while reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

LIGHTING

WEATHER
&
AIR QUALITY

BREATHE EASIER
WHILE SAVING LIVES.
Air quality is a global problem. In 2012, seven million people died due to air pollution
worldwide, with more than half of those attributable to pollution outdoors. Air pollution
causes asthma, respiratory diseases, lung cancer, heart disease, and stroke – affecting
people of all ages.
With our air quality monitoring sensors that measure oxygen, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, humidity, and particulates, communities can track air quality at the block level.
City officials can track pollutants to their source to eliminate big polluters, while citizens can
monitor air quality in real-time to make data-backed decisions about their daily activities.
From picking the cleanest bike route to avoiding outside activities when pollution is
particularly bad, information can lead to a better, more informed, life.

EVERY DROP MATTERS.
Water management has become more critical in our cities and communities and
can have a large economic impact, combined with safety and environmental
implications.
As cities grapple with water shortages, our platform can detect leaks so that
cities know early – saving them valuable time, money and precious clean water.
Sometimes, too much water can be a problem. With storm and sewage pipe
monitoring systems, detecting both depth and flow rates in real-time gives
waste management teams a better picture of what’s flowing where, so they can
make proactive decisions to keep sewage systems from overflowing and polluting our waterways.
Too much water can also create road safety issues, with flood-prone areas creating safety issues and flooded roads. Our platform can monitor flood prone
areas and alert emergency responders and drivers alike of road hazards – saving
valuable time, resources and lives.

W AT E R

MANAGEMENT

BUILT FOR CITIES
The Fybr Platform is an end-to-end and proven stack that reliably, securely and efficiently
delivers data from the physical world to your algorithms and business processes. However,
unlike many other systems, ours is two-way, allowing you to send information back to the
physical world, enabling action – not just insight.
With solutions that expand across verticals beyond the Smart City, such as Agriculture,
Manufacturing, Logistics, Utilities and more, the Fybr Platform can combine real-time sensing
data, from this connected infrastructure, with intelligent machine-learning algorithms to
proactively detect issues and address them before they become a problem. From detecting
water leaks in an agricultural irrigation system to warning city officials about sewers filling more
rapidly than usual, our turnkey, end-to-end platform makes these possibilities a reality – all with
reduced installation times and affordable prices.

...AND BEYOND.
What most companies consider the “edge of the network” is where we thrive. Our experience
from deploying in large urban areas has allowed us to build a platform that is optimized to
handle some of the toughest challenges of deploying an IoT network. Problems such as harsh
urban environments, the elements, security, range, interference, and power consumption are all
issues our platform addresses – all while being able to safely and wirelessly push new firmware
and algorithms to low-power edge devices.
Security is something we take seriously and have purpose-built into our platform at every step.
We use end-to-end encryption, unique device keys, and time-limited session keys – all with
NIST-approved algorithms to ensure data security.
Machine learning and the ability to process data at the edge enables the Fybr Platform
to adapt to the environments where devices are installed – providing more flexibility and
functionality than the competition.

Deployable Today.
Expandable for Tomorrow.

A Full Suite of Software Engine and Tools.
No Integration Necessary.

The Fybr Smart City Platform is an End-to End IoT solution – allowing for rapid deployment – securely
and reliably in a fully managed ecosystem. Unlike many competitors, we’ve spent years developing,
refining, and perfecting our system, with tens of thousands of devices deployed in cities like Montreal,
Washington D.C. and San Francisco. With optimized device power management, network architecture,
message protocols, and virtual machine learning for wireless, low data-rate, low-power edge devices,
the Fybr Platform is not only reliable but can easily be updated and expanded as your needs change
and grow.

Our Engine collects, processes and stores large
amounts of real-time data and delivers actionable
insights via learning and predictive algorithms,
making the collection of raw sensor data fast and
efficient.
Powerful business process integration tools allow
easy customization of business logic and essential
device monitoring and updates. Plus, easy-to-use
data analysis tools provide real-time dashboards
and historical views of the data flowing
through your IoT infrastructure.

Intelligent
Edge-Devices

FybrLynk

Fybr’s edge-devices do more than
just detect. They learn – intelligently
monitoring themselves and other
network
resources.
Utilizing
information from the entire network
allows each device to adapt to
ever-changing environments and
business needs.

FybrLynk allows you to easily connect
a wide range of sensing devices to
the network. FybrLynk also functions
as an intelligent bridge between the
Fybr Engine and your device, giving
it the intelligence to learn and adapt
to ever-changing conditions – all in a
secure ecosystem.

Fybr
Gateway III
Integrating low-power RF
and cellular, Fybr Gateways
transmit data back and forth
from the sensing devices
to the Fybr Engine and are
proven to perform well in
urban environments.

But that doesn’t mean we’re an island.
We’ve designed our platform to work as a
standalone piece that’s ready to deploy or
can quickly and easily integrate with your
existing systems via our API’s. We also
have a full suite of mobile applications.
From operations and system management
to directed enforcement and white-label
public facing wayfinding, we have a
mobile solution to fit every need.

People. Places.
Connected.
Benefits + Closing
Making communities more vibrant, better places to live and work is our mission at Fybr – one we
share with the numerous cities and private businesses we work with each and every day to achieve.

Building a Better Quality of Life
and a Cleaner Environment.

From allowing drivers to find and pay for available parking faster – saving them time, gas and
emissions – to reducing water consumption, we make communities better places to live for cities,
businesses and most importantly – people. From the very visible parts of a community, like
transportation, to the invisible, like utility infrastructure, we strive to bring more accurate, intelligent
data to communities – allowing them to make better, informed decisions that reduce cost and
improve quality of life.
With a more efficiently operating community, local businesses can also flourish. More readily
accessible parking means more customers for retailers, while safer neighborhoods promote higher
property values. Both lead to happier residents, vibrant communities, and additional tax revenue.
Whether your community is a university, corporate campus, parking lot, or an entire city, let’s
discuss the opportunities to make your community smarter.

640 Cepi Drive Suite C Saint Louis, MO 63005
www.fybr-tech.com

